To earn their tag, Skrei must be:
•	Caught from specific grounds off northern Norway
•	Only available between January and April
•	In pristine condition, with no marks or blemishes
•	Packed by trained staff within 12 hours
•	Third party quality controlled by the Fishery
Sales Organisation
•	Marine Stewardship Council certified sustainable fish
Speak to your supplier for further information,
or visit seafoodfromnorway.co.uk

Skrei is a versatile ingredient with lean, firm white flesh that
lends itself to both modern and classic dishes. The biggest
inspiration for me as a chef is seasonality, and that includes
the forthcoming Skrei season.
The delicate, sublime taste of Skrei cod is second to none.
It is a truly sustainable fish with a unique legacy, which adds
value to an already extraordinary product. As a chef I always
insist on the finest ingredients and Skrei never disappoints.
I am proud and honoured to be an ambassador for what
I consider to be one of the finest products of the sea.

Michel Roux Jr
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Preparing Skrei
Skrei (pronounced ‘skray’) is a special kind of migratory
Norwegian cod. Skrei means ‘wanderer’, referring to the
1000km journey these cod make each year to spawn
around the islands of Lofoten and Vesterålen. This epic
swim through the rough Barents Sea is what gives Skrei
such amazingly succulent, flavoursome white flesh.
Skrei is strictly seasonal and the catch is tightly monitored.

DO IT JUSTICE
The fish do all the hard work for you by making that long, arduous swim
through the turbulent Arctic waters of the Barents Sea. This is what makes
the flesh so gloriously chunky and succulent. To show it off at its best, avoid
over-cooking: it can even be cooked at temperatures as low as 38°C.

TONGUE TO TAIL
This is a remarkably versatile fish. It’s also big and healthy. So every morsel
can be turned into something delicious.

Loin

Fillet

This is arguably the best cut.
It forks off in glorious white chunks.
All it needs is some well-judged
seasoning and a simple sauce.

Like the loin (which is the upper fillet)
this produces succulent white meat with
superb taste and texture, which carries
all sorts of flavours brilliantly.
Skin
The skin is full of
goodness and flavour.
Turn it into a crisp to
add texture and height
to your dish.

Tongue
The best bits are the
muscles below, which
offer a distinctive
firm-yet-fluffy texture.

Cheek

Liver

Roe

The cheek has a deliciously
firm consistency. It can be
baked, steamed or pan-fried.

In northern Norway, Skrei liver is used in a
traditional dish called Mølje. Recipes vary from
town to town, but it usually contains Skrei fillet,
liver and roe, with potatoes and flat bread.
The liver is a fantastic source of vitamin D and
plays an important role in the Norwegian diet.

Cod roe can be cooked
in broth, sliced then fried.

For more information and recipe ideas,
visit seafoodfromnorway.co.uk

